2002 chevy tahoe water pump

The Chevrolet Tahoe has a water and antifreeze-based coolant system. The water pump is an
integral part of the truck's coolant system. The purpose of the water pump is to push coolant
through the radiator and through the engine. The first sign of a faulty water pump is coolant
gathering under the engine when the truck has been sitting overnight. The smell of coolant also
will dominate the interior of the truck when operating. If you notice these symptoms, watch the
temperature gauge to ensure the truck does not overheat. Allow the truck to run for five
minutes. The coolant system needs to build pressure. Turn the truck off once it is warmed up.
Open the hood for access to the engine compartment. Locate the water pump in the middle of
the front of the engine. Inspect under the water pump for any coolant leaking out. Signs of a
faulty water pump will occur when coolant is leaking out of the vent hole or weep hole. Notice
the dripping coming out of the water pump. The leak will be a solid stream of coolant. Purchase
or rent a pressure tester from an automotive parts store. The pressure tester is designed to
apply pressure to the coolant system and push coolant where it is leaking. Unscrew the
pressure cap from the radiator by hand. Apply the end of the pressure tester to where the
pressure cap came off, at the top of the radiator. Look at the top of the radiator pressure cap
and remember the number imprinted. The number will indicate the pounds of pressure needed
to test the radiator. Pump the pressure tester to the number indicated on the cap. Observe the
pressure to see if it drops. If the pressure is dropping, attempt to locate where the coolant is
being pushed out. If the pressure is pushing coolant out of the water pump, this indicates the
water pump is starting to break down and needs to be replaced. Slowly twist the tester off the
radiator to break the pressure built by the tester. Gregory Crews has been in the film industry
for three years and has appeared in more than 38 major motion pictures and 16 television
shows. He also writes detailed automotive tutorials. His expertise in the automotive industry
has given him the skills to write detailed technical instructional articles. Step 1 Allow the truck
to run for five minutes. Step 2 Open the hood for access to the engine compartment. Step 3
Inspect under the water pump for any coolant leaking out. Step 1 Purchase or rent a pressure
tester from an automotive parts store. Step 2 Unscrew the pressure cap from the radiator by
hand. Step 3 Pump the pressure tester to the number indicated on the cap. Some automotive
parts store have a rental program that allow you to rent instead of purchase the pressure tester.
Use caution when working around the coolant system. The coolant will be hot and under
pressure; it needs to managed with great care to prevent injury. The Chevrolet straight-six
engine was Chevrolet's sole engine from when it replaced their cubic-inch 2. It was completely
phased out in North America by ; in Brazil, GM held on to their fuel-injected version through the
model year. It was replaced by more recently developed V6 and four-cylinder engines. Many
popular cars and trucks, including the Chevrolet Camaro , Chevrolet Impala , and Chevrolet
Suburban used the inline-six as the base engine. Chevrolet did not offer another inline-six until
the General Motors Atlas engine 's debut in the Chevrolet TrailBlazer. The first mass-produced
GM inline 6 was introduced in on Chevrolet cars and trucks, replacing the company's first inline
Richard Grant Chevrolet marketing executive insisted that the new design boast overhead
valves, developed by Buick who held the patent for OHV engines and was already building the
OHV Buick Straight-6 engine since the early s. Chevrolet had long been known for its "
valve-in-head " four-cylinder engines which were also engineered by Buick. William S. Knudsen
's cast-iron wonder was produced through Toyota's first engine built the similar It was This
engine used a forged steel crankshaft with three bearings and cast-iron pistons. Bore and
stroke was 3. The was shared with Chevrolet and GMC trucks for and A balanced crankshaft
was introduced for , while a higher 5. A cubic-inch 3. The Chevrolet "Master Deluxe" series used
this engine, as did all Chevrolet passenger cars. For and , they used Oldsmobile's ci L-head
engine. The next-generation Chevrolet inline 6 was introduced in in the US and in Brazil, and
phased out in in the US, and in Brazil. It is often known as the "Blue Flame" engine, although
that name was only officially applied beginning in , and then only for one certain model of the
engine: the ci with 3 carburetors applied in Corvettes. This engine had a A four-bearing
crankshaft was added, along with 6. This generation did not use a fully pressurized oiling
system. The connecting rods were oiled using an "oil trough" built into the oil pan that had
spray nozzles that squirted a stream of oil at the connecting rods which were equipped with
"dippers" , thus supplying oil to the rod bearings. Rod bearings were made of babbitt cast
integral with the rod. The bearing was adjustable for wear by removing copper shims placed
between the rod cap and connecting rod. In this way specified oil clearance could be
maintained. If the crankshaft were to be turned undersized, or if the bearing was damaged or
worn out, rod and bearing were replaced as a unit, typically at the dealership. This engine was
also used in GM's British Bedford truck. In the late s rival Austin decided to get into the ton
truck "lorry" market and in a crash program based the design on the basic architecture of this
"Stove Bolt" engine, except that they added detachable shell main and con-rod bearings and

pressurized lubrication. That Austin engine, in six-cylinder form, post war, went on to power
cars such as the Austin Sheerline and Princess , and the Jensen Interceptor and Austin also
lopped off two cylinders and in that form various versions, with various capacities, powered
cars such as the Austin 16 , A70 Hampshire and Hereford , A90 Atlantic , the Austin-Healey -4
and the Austin Gipsy , a generation of commercial vans, as well as some models of the iconic
London black taxi FX3 and FX4. In , a Both the bore and stroke of 3. This engine also had an oil
"dipper system" as described above , in reference to the oiling system, as in the This cubic-inch
3. Hydraulic lifters were used in the Powerglide and a fully pressurized lubrication system was
introduced in , but only in cars ordered with the "Powerglide" transmission. The cubic-inch 3.
The "Blue Flame" moniker had been used in Chevrolet advertising since A blue rather than
yellow flame within the cylinder meant that perfect combustion was achieved, promised GM's
ad men. From to , the high-pressure engine with mechanical valve lifters was used in some
trucks. From to , all engines used in cars had hydraulic lifters. The original Corvette engine was
the high-pressure engine equipped with mechanical lifters. The Corvette was equipped with the
same slightly higher-lift camshaft as used in the truck engine and used triple side draft, single
barrel, Carter Model YH carburetors mated to a PowerGlide transmission and dual exhaust
manifold. The Chevrolet cubic inches 3. It was gradually replaced by the third generation ,
beginning in Canadian-production GMC trucks used the and Chevrolet straight-six engines as
their base light-duty truck powerplant in the late s and early s in Canada, not the United States.
The was used from to , and the was used in light-duty trucks only. This engine was very similar
to the engine, except for a different block casting with a larger piston bore of 3. This engine was
offered as a step up from the starting in It was offered in parallel with the GMC V6 engine in until
, when it was discontinued. The US truck engine had mechanical lifters and was available from
to The â€” Canadian full-size Pontiac car had a standard cubic-inch engine that had hydraulic
lifters. This engine was not sold in the US, but was very similar to the US truck The engines
were also used in light trucks and the Chevrolet Veraneio from to in Brazil. Chevrolet's
third-generation inline six was introduced in and was produced through Although the exterior
dimensions were similar to previous Chevrolet OHV inline six-cylinders, this generation was
lighter and had a different cast-in bell housing pattern it shares with all Chevrolet engines
designed and produced after , including the modern LS-series "small-block" and "big-block"
V8s. By the time the third-generation 6-cylinders were being designed and developed, Chevrolet
was the most popular brand of vehicles in the world, and sales and production of vehicles and
engines were into the millions of units per year with increasing markets for Chevrolet engines
both within General Motors and outside the company in the industrial, commercial, agricultural,
military, or transportation markets both in the U. The first use was in the newly introduced
Chevy II ; the following year, Chevrolet passenger cars adopted it alongside Checker Marathons
since and used this it until for Camaros , Novas, and full size Chevrolets. A cubic-inch 2. After
several years of steadily declining sales just 3, units in the model year , [2] the straight six was
dropped from Chevrolet's full-sized cars for , for the first time since ; it would be restored in
Overseas, the third generation of the inline six was mass-produced in Brazil. It was used in the
Chevrolet Opala from to It was already used in light trucks as the A and Chevrolet Veraneio.
Brazilian produced sixes manufactured to the model year gained multipoint fuel injection, unlike
the US-manufactured sixes, which retained the Rochester Monojet one-barrel carburetor. These
inline sixes and their four-cylinder siblings were converted for marine usage by Mercruiser and
Volvo Penta , and also used in stationary applications such as power generation and in Clark
forklifts. Besides Brazil, the six was also manufactured in Argentina and South Africa. The or 3.
Bore and stroke are 3. General Motors' Argentinian subsidiary also developed a One oddity is
the crankshaft bolt pattern - in lieu of the Chevrolet V8 bolt pattern also shared with the rest of
the third generation six the Pontiac V8 bolt pattern is used. It was also used by Chevrolet and
GMC trucks, primarily for the half-tons. It was also built in Latin America and was in production
in South Africa until at least , where it powered a multitude of different cars. Between and , an
integrated cylinder head was produced intake manifold and cylinder head were a single casting
with a bolt on exhaust manifold , with one-barrel intakes for passenger cars, and two-barrel
intakes for trucks after The "integrated" cylinder head and intake manifold claimed to have
resulted in increased low end torque and fuel economy inclusive of a smoother operation which
pre-dated NVH noise, vibration, and harshness. Some pundits consider the integrated cylinder
head as a relic of the malaise era when it was phased out of production in prior to the
introduction of the 4. During the mids, the Buick and 4. Brazil held on to the known as the 4. It
was used in Brazil until in Chevrolet Silverado when the engine line was discontinued. The
Brazilian produced sixes gained multipoint fuel injection, distributorless ignition system and
redesigned cylinder heads which had smaller intake ports. It was also used for a number of
large sedans by Chevrolet of South Africa. When the long duration races restarted in Brazil, in ,

the Opala found a great competitor, the Ford Maverick , which was powered by an engine
almost one liter larger in displacement. By coincidence, engine development manager Roberto
B. Beccardi was working on this engine hop-up project out of his own initiative, but lacked
factory support or approval. This impulse came right from these two pilots. It was slightly
different from the version launched two years later: the project engine was similar to the
four-cylinder units, did not get a vibration damper, and used the cooling fan from the standard ,
with four blades instead of six. It quickly homologated a version with four-barrel carburetor,
called "Quadrijet" in Brazil no relationship to GM's own Rochester Quadrajet , with performance
roughly equivalent to the The L22 was a cubic-inch 4. The LD4 was a cubic-inch 4. The LE3 was
a cubic-inch 4. The cubic-inch 4. Production of the engine was shifted to Mexico in , and later
variants of this engine were marketed as the "L25". The retained the separate intake with a
Rochester Monojet carburetor and exhaust manifolds as used with the short deck motors GMC
as a marque really only produced a few engine designs, the straight six , a V8 , and a V6 which
was also available as a V12 for a brief period. GMC used many engines from other GM divisions,
as noted below. GMC replaced the Pontiac with their own cubic-inch 3. This OHV overhead
valve engine was produced through With a cylinder bore of 3. All four low-deck engines have a
stroke of 3. This is a low-deck engine. The bore was 3. The was similar to the Stroke is 3. Power
in listed as HP rpm; torque lb ft rpm. The was discontinued in This is the largest low deck
engine. Bore was 3. Power listed as 91 Net HP rpm; torque Net lb ft rpm. Not listed after The last
GMC-only straight six was the cubic-inch 4. This is a raised-deck engine. Power listed in as HP
rpm; torque lb ft rpm. The This is the largest raised-deck engine. From to , GMC manufactured
the civilian engine, which was not sealed, had a mechanical fuel pump, and used a "standard"
oil pan. Power listed in HP rpm; torque lb ft rpm. This engine was popular with hotrod
enthusiasts because it delivered tremendous power for an inline six engine at the time although
now obsolete , is built with a heavy cast block, and can take quite a bit of abuse. Power ratings
for were HP rpm; torque lb ft rpm. It also appeared in large GMC trucks in the s ending in In the
model years this engine was listed as HP rpm and lb ft torque rpm. The GMC , , , and Series of
the s offered the In , GM announced a family of straight six engines, the Atlas. In Chevrolet
showed off a 3. Starting in the model year, the LM2 engine is available in the light-duty
Chevrolet Silverado. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article needs additional
citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources.
Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Motor vehicle engine. This engine was
used on the following vehicles:. Opala SS. Main article: GM Atlas engine. Main article: Isuzu 6H
Engine. Main article: Duramax I6 engine. La Vie de l'Auto in French. Archived from the original
on Quattroruote: Tutte le Auto del Mondo in Italian. Milano: Editoriale Domus S. Hidden
categories: CS1 French-language sources fr CS1 Italian-language sources it Articles needing
additional references from December All articles needing additional references Articles with
short description Short description matches Wikidata All articles with unsourced statements
Articles with unsourced statements from September Articles with unsourced statements from
August Articles with unsourced statements from December All accuracy disputes Articles with
disputed statements from December Articles with unsourced statements from October Articles
with hAudio microformats. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn
to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Add
links. General Motors Corporation. Gasoline , diesel. Water cooled. Problems playing this file?
See media help. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen,
been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
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us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

